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Thank you Moss
Motors and British

Car Clubs!

All of us here at CAM would
like  to  take  a  moment  to
thank Moss Motors and our
wonderful  British  car  club
clients for the great success
of  our  custom  British  car
club  license  plate  frame
program. 

Over  the  past  few months
CAM  has  been  offering  a
service  through  Moss
Motors,  a  premier  supplier
of  restoration  and
accessory  parts  for  classic
British  sports  cars,  to
provide  custom  heavy
gauge  stainless  steel
license  plate  frames  for
British car  clubs  all  across
the  nation.   These  frames
are  customized  with  our
proprietary permanent laser
etching  process  for  a
beautiful  mark  that  will  not
scratch, fade, or  otherwise
come off. 

We love British sports cars
here  at  CAM  and  we  are
proud to provide this service
to  our  fellow  enthusiasts.  
Thank  you  Moss  Motors
and  our  British  car  club
clients!
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Friends of Steve McQueen Car Show
Boys Republic

On June 2, 2012 The Boys Republic will graciously host the 5th annual
Friends of Steve McQueen Car Show.

Featured at 1907 Boys Republic  Drive in Chino Hills  California,  this
year's festivities will pay homage to the actor-racer's famous character,
Frank  Bullitt.  Publicity  for  this  event  has already  graced the  Irvine
based Cars n' Coffee, as son Chad McQueen's 1968 Bullitt Mustang
replica  was  displayed  in  mid-acrobatics  a  month  ago  (See  our
Facebook photo).

In honor of the iconic  Bullitt  theme,  cars, motorcycles,  and fans will
gather this Saturday as both entrants and attendees to share in the
passion and exuberance McQueen built  over a lifetime of cinematic
and motorsport brilliance.

CAM Inc. is honored to have been chosen to produce a limited line of
stainless steel commemorative license plate frames in conjunction with
the Boys Republic and Steve McQueen Car Show organizers. While
our personal favorite includes an image of the famous Bullitt Mustang
(See above), these retro frames are also available in clean script only
form.  Complete  with  custom  packaging,  they  represent  a  unique
opportunity to obtain McQueen branded automotive accessories while
supporting a worthy cause.

Racetrack Accessories

In light of the recent ALMS race at Laguna Seca, the Nurburgring 24 Hours, and the upcoming 24 hour of Le
Mans, we would like to spotlight our new racetrack product lines. 

Racing fans can now show their passion with  our  line of heavy  gauge stainless steel  license plate frames,
genuine carbon fiber composite key chains, and UV resistant magnet ovals.   Each product will celebrate the
following racetracks: Nurburgring, Monza, Le Mans, Siverstone, Sebring, Laguna Seca, and Suzuka.

Now available for purchase!  Please inquire with us by phone or email for more information.



Carbon Fiber 101

As the use of carbon fiber has grown more widespread, suppliers of carbon fiber parts and accessories are now
producing all  sorts of  products, some high end, some low end, but is all  carbon fiber created equal?  What
separates our quality license plate frames from ones available elsewhere?

Here are a few steps we go through to ensure the quality of our carbon fiber composite frames.

Carbon cloth as a raw material comes in two forms, one that is precisely pre-impregnated with resin, and one that
is just cloth and the resin is later added once the cloth is laid into the mold.  We use only pre-impregnated carbon
fiber due to our requirements that the carbon fiber does not have voids and pinholes.  Pre-impregnated carbon
fiber can also be processed with virtually perfectly straight fiber alignment (no distortion in the weave) for the most
cosmetically appealing product.   The result is a precisely made license plate frame that has no waves on the
surface and no pits or bubbles in the resin.

In addition, all our carbon fiber composite frames are not only lightweight, but made of study 2MM thick material,
a standard second to none.

Our composite tooling is precisely made to replicate consistent dimensional stability.  It is important to us that our
frames fit  properly and are consistent from one to the next.  This way the frame you purchase today is of the
same quality and fit tomorrow.

We use a special exterior grade coating that is then sent through various processes to provide a near mirror shine
that brings out the carbon weave as well as prevent yellowing.  We also take steps to ensure that the product
comes out straight and the edges are not rough or otherwise uneven.  Lastly, we have quality control checks in
place for any deviations from our quality standards. If the part does not pass these standards in cosmetic look and
dimensional stability it is rejected and is scrapped.

We go  through  a lot  of  work  to  insure  a  quality  part  for  our  customers,  but  with  thoughtful  and  efficient
manufacturing, we are able to bring you an incredible quality frame at a very reasonable price point.

For more information on our line of carbon fiber composite products, please email or call us.
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